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Context
●

Who? - Non major students enrolled in an introductory computing course
○

●

What? - Unit regarding data structures
○

●

System will be utilized both during the course and for outside practice

Where? - Lecture, recitation, and anywhere else
○

●

Focusing on arrays

When? - Both during and outside of class
○

●

Business and Engineering students

Web-based system utilizable anywhere with internet access

Why? - Students not engaged in material
○

Contextualized experience to increase motivation and thus learning

Content

Skills
Cognitive Skills
1.
2.
3.

Skills

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Organize information to solve data manipulation
problems
Learn time management
Use arrays to manipulate datasets related to business
majors and engineering students.
Implementing and Initializing arrays
Iteration
Learn how to append items to an array
Learn how to delete items from an array
Learn how to print an array
Learn how to update an element within an array
Learn how to find the length of an array
Learn how to concatenate two arrays
Learn how to repeat elements in an array
Learn how to check membership
Learn how to find the sum of elements in an array
Learn how to perform linear search of an array
Learn how to use multiple arrays
Learn how to insert items into a specific index
Learn how to use accumulators with iterations

Meta-Cognitive Skills
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Planning how to manage time; how to do
assessments in a reasonable amount of time.
How to finish learning the module topics in a
reasonable amount of time.
Monitoring one’s progress : Recognizing
when to use various data manipulation
functions.
Evaluating one’s strengths and weaknesses
Adjusting procedures and strategies
Evaluating how arrays can be used to
represent datasets in the respective areas of
study (business, engineering,etc)
Organize information to solve problems

Cognitive Task Analysis
-

Three new production rules identified
-

-

Remembering specific Python syntax was challenging
-

-

Participants knew multiple programming languages

Language specific features
-

-

conditionals, comparison operators, and combining arrays

Combining arrays, indentation of code

Multiple methods to solving problems that asked for code
-

Approximate desirable difficulty, assessing the right skills

Assessment Screenshots

Summative Assessment (used in CTA):
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1xn1bNS__IQXnJPj30mFZiejkblSFZxP6U_U6JUg3w38/viewform
Formative Assessment One:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1efvcgq5bs-wj0oOdgrqN1g1bSqfxkOdjwa6HLugnUSI/viewform

Assessment Results

Key Principles
-

Anchoring
-

-

Worked-example
-

-

Conversational and engaging text throughout the entire unit

Self-explanation
-

-

Interactive examples that utilize a combination of what the student has learned

Personalization
-

-

Meaningful context that fits the student’s domain of business

Students prompted to explain code segments and worked-example

Feedback
-

Both correct and incorrect answers provide feedback

Prototype Testing
-

“...was so frustrating, I couldn’t remember where the dots [colon] were
supposed to go.”

-

Not understanding core concept (arrays are zero indexed)

-

Code segments didn’t resemble Python

-

Less wordy, more doing

-

Confusing wording

-

Feedback not as helpful as intended

-

Didn’t spend enough time with the instruction part

Prototype Revisions
-

Segmented instruction and practice into smaller chunks
-

-

Added self-explanation principle
-

-

Less reading of instructional text and more practice opportunities

Added prompts for the user to provide explanations and provided them with feedback

Clarified wording
-

Added pronouns to worked example, bolded key terms, formatted code text to resemble
Python, made wording concise

-

Made feedback more detailed
-

Changed the provided feedback to be less about the specific problem and more about the
underlying knowledge component

E-learning Screenshots
-

